
 
 

Year 11 Spanish Semester 1:  Interests and Influences 

 
Knowledge: 

* Talking about free time, TV programmes and films 

* Taking about which activities and sports you usually do 

* Listening for different tenses within a piece of writing/recorded extract 

* To talk about who/what inspires you 

Skills: 

* Learning how to produce responses as part of the Role Play element of the GCSE 

* Learning how to describe a photo in detail using a range of more complex language 

* Learning how to respond to prompts written in Spanish as part of the writing 
specification 

 

Indicators of Expected Progress: 

 

MEG 2: 

* I can talk about my free time and social activities using simple structures 

* I can talk about what I usually do using basic vocabulary 

* I can discuss my opinion on some sports and I can say what I do and play 

* I understand how to form the basic perfect tense but I need help using it 

* I apply the grammar I have learnt in Key Stage 4 to my production of language with 
some success 

 

MEG 5: 

* I can talk about my free time and social activities using a wide range of structures 

* I can talk about what I usually do in my free time using the majority of language I 
have learnt 

* I can give opinions on different sports and I can say what I do and play confidently 

* I understand how to form the basic perfect tense and I am beginning to use it 
successfully 

* I can apply the grammar I have learnt in Key Stage 4 to my production of language 
with success 



 
 

 

MEG 8: 

* I can talk about my free time and social activities using a wide range of vocabulary 
and more complex structures 

* I can talk about what I usually do in my free time using the majority of language I 
have learnt and I include more complex language 

* I can give a range of opinions on different sports and I can say what I do and play 
confidently 

* I understand how to form the basic perfect tense (including irregular past 
participles) and I incorporate it successfully in my writing 

* I can apply the grammar I have learnt in Key Stage 4 to my production of language 
with considerable success 


